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Abstract.
Background: Recent reports suggest that by 2050 there will be an increase of around 310% of cases affected by dementia
in Latin American countries. A previous study in a Southern region reported one of the highest prevalences of dementia in
Latin America.
Objective: To investigate the prevalence of mild cognitive impairment associated with low education, rurality, and demo-
graphic characteristics.
Methods: A cross-sectional study recruited a community-dwelling sample of 823 adults from rural and urban areas of two
Southern provinces of Colombia from 2020–2022. Participants were assessed with a neuropsychological protocol validated
in Colombia. To obtain general and region-specific prevalence rates, age, sex, schooling, and socioeconomic level were
considered and controlled for.
Results: Most of the participants reported low education and socioeconomic level, the participation of women was higher. It
was determined that the prevalence of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) was 53.6%, with 56.6% in the province of Caquetá
followed by 51.9% in the province of Huila. The amnestic MCI represented 42.6%, the amnestic multi-domain was 39%, the
non-amnestic 16.55%, and the non-amnestic multi-domain 1.81%. Our participants reported comorbidities such as diabetes
and hypertension. We also observed a relationship between exposure to pesticides and MCI.
Conclusions: We observed one of the highest prevalences of MCI in Latin America reported to date. Variables such as
age, gender, and education proved risk factors for MCI in the explored regions. Our findings are very much in line with
recent studies that highlight the influence of non-canonical risk factors of dementia in underrepresented countries from Latin
America.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent reports on the prevalence of dementia fore-
cast that by 2050 there will be an increase of around
310% of cases affected by this epidemic disorder in
Latin American countries. Colombia seems to be well
on its way to meet such a forecast as a previous study
reported one of the highest prevalences of dementia
in a Latin America. It is important to explore current
prevalence rates of dementia risk conditions such as
mild cognitive impairment (MCI). This was the aim
of this study. Although MCI has been largely asso-
ciated with dementia [1], other studies have found
it co-existing with other health conditions known to
reduce cognitive functioning including head trauma
[2], depression [3], environmental pollution by pesti-
cides [4], chronic diseases such as hypertension [5],
and diabetes [6]. We also address the presence and
influences of such risk factors.

It has been suggested that the classification of MCI
in different subtypes (amnestic MCI single domain
(aMCIs), amnestic MCI multiple domains (aMCIm),
non-amnestic MCI single domain (naMCIs), and
non-amnestic MCI multiple domains (naMCIm)) [7]
can aid the identification of risk profiles and the
prediction of the underlying disease, i.e., type of
dementia the affected person will develop. Accrued
knowledge suggests that approximately 14.9% of
patients with aMCI will go on to develop demen-
tia [8]. Considering the imminent growth of the older
population, which is anticipated to be more dramatic
in low- and middle-income countries (LMIC) than
in high-income countries (HIC) [9, 10], it becomes
imperative to undertake an epidemiological charac-
terization of this health problem in Latin America.
Recently, it has been acknowledged [11, 12] that
the lack of such studies has precluded the contri-
bution of data from Latin America to major global
initiatives such as the 10/66 study [11–13]. This is
unfortunate as changes in demographic structures in
Latin America Countries (LAC) due to increase in life
expectancy, better health care, and others, are lead-
ing to an unprecedented raise in the number of older
adults who develop neurodegenerative diseases such
as dementia [11, 14].

The available evidence indicates that the preva-
lence of all type of MCI in LAC ranges from 6.8%
to 25.5%, approximately [15]. Two prevalence stud-
ies have been conducted in Colombia. The first one,
was a cross-sectional study among older adults over
the age of 50 which reported a prevalence of MCI of
9.7% [16]. The other, completed between 2012 and

2014, identified a prevalence of MCI of 34% and of
dementia of 23% [17]. However, such studies were
conducted in two main capital cities of Colombia.
Therefore, these earlier results are not representative
of the entire Colombian population let alone of the
population living in more deprived conditions (i.e.,
towns with low income, rural areas). In 2015, the
SABE Survey (Health, Well-being, and Aging) was
carried out in Colombia using a probabilistic sam-
ple that included a large amount of data [18]. The
study included 27.1% of participants from the central
region where the departments of Huila and Caquetá
are located [19]. The study determined a prevalence
of MCI of 17.93% among older adults over 60 years
old [20]. It is worth noting that the presence of MCI
was supported via the use of the Mini-Mental State
Examination (MMSE). This methodological choice
might have potentially limited the strength of the evi-
dence as the sensitivity and specificity of the MMSE
for the diagnosis MCI is limited [21]. The evidence
shows that the MMSE is not a sensitive tool to screen
for cognitive decline in individuals with a low edu-
cational level [22].

As previously mentioned, it is known that demo-
graphic factors such as years of schooling and living
in rural areas modify the risk of developing MCI
and dementia and, therefore, more studies are needed
that involve populations exposed to such factors. A
previous relevant study in a region targeted by this
study (Neiva, Huila) reported a dementia prevalence
of 23.6% [23]. This figure was strikingly high, in fact
higher than that reported by other countries. Given
this earlier local evidence and that reviewed with
respect to the global picture, an updated characteriza-
tion of MCI in a broader region of southern Colombia
is overdue. This was the objective of the present study.
Based on the findings from previous research in the
region, we have formulated a hypothesis where we
anticipate an equally high prevalence of MCI, partic-
ularly of the amnesic subtype that we consider may
have a certain relationship with low education, rural-
ity, and demographic characteristics typical of the
southern Colombian region.

METHODS

A community-based cross-sectional study was
carried out between 2020 and 2022 in two munic-
ipalities in southern Colombia, Huila and Caquetá.
We have assessed the present study and its report
against the ten methodological evaluation criteria
for prevalence studies presented by Zachary Munn
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[24] (see Supplementary Material 1). The recruit-
ment process involved two main strategies. First, a
group of psychologists with training in neuropsychol-
ogy approached older adults who regularly attended
community centers for the elderly in the target munic-
ipalities. These centers run government programs
where older adults participate to improve their qual-
ity of life. We provided information about the study
and invited those who expressed interest to partici-
pate. The older adults who attend these centers are
functionally independent. Those who agreed to be
involved were transported to a neuropsychological
assessment facility to undertake the study assess-
ments.

Second, we used open invitations on social net-
works and institutional pages to reach people over 50
who might be interested in participating in the study.
The goal was to ensure that the sample we collected
was representative of the general population. As our
age limit was rather low (50), there was the possibility
that individuals at risk of early onset dementia were
also recruited. The participants were evaluated by
an interdisciplinary team comprising neuropsycholo-
gists, psychiatrists, and neurologists who carried out
the assessments at the clinics following the study
protocols.

The inclusion criteria were as follows: Participants
who were aged 50 years or older, had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision and hearing, and could
complete the neuropsychological assessment were
included. Those who had uncontrolled chronic dis-
eases even if medicated and a history of neurological
diseases or psychiatric illnesses were excluded. The
study was conducted in compliance with ethical
standards, specifically Bioethics and Research Com-
mittee number 002-006 of the University Hospital of
the University Surcolombiana as well as the Decla-
ration of Helsinki. The informed consent was signed
by the participant following the information session
during which the procedures involved in the research
project were explained and discussed. A family mem-
ber or caregiver (witness) of the participant was also
invited to consent. The informed consent included
the signature of the participant as well as that of a
witness. In the consenting stage, the principles of con-
fidentiality, respect for autonomy, beneficence and
non-maleficence were mentioned to the participants.

Sample size

Although our sample was not selected through a
probabilistic method, we have taken rigorous mea-

sures to ensure it was as representative as possible.
To ascertain this, we conducted a power calculation
to determine the appropriate sample size for our study
by utilizing a previously reported MCI prevalence of
34% [18]. OpenEpi®, an open-source software for
statistics in epidemiology, indicated that we needed
a sample size of 596 adults over 50 years of age in
both municipalities to achieve the desired level of
statistical power, with a 99% confidence level, an
absolute precision of 5% (d = 0.05), and a design
effect of 1.0. This approach ensures that, despite
our non-probabilistic sampling method, our results
would be robust and supported by sufficient power,
thereby enhancing the overall representativeness of
our results.

Procedures

Older adults who agreed to participate in the
study were evaluated in two sessions, a psycholo-
gist with knowledge and training in neuropsychology
administered an assessment protocol to every partic-
ipant. This helped to detect the presence of cognitive
impairment and classify participants accordingly.
The assessment comprised a clinical interview, and
an interview with a caregiver and/or accompanying
person which could be completed via a telephone call,
neuropsychological and functional assessments. The
criteria used to detect MCI were those described by
Petersen [7]. We explored such criteria in participants
whose MMSE was 23 or above at the screening point
and who were also independent in their activities of
daily living. The decision of using 23 as a MMSE
cut-off score for dementia stemmed from Colom-
bian normative studies carried out to validate the
same tools we used in our protocol (all the norma-
tive groups above 50 years of age and with 0 years of
education or more had a minimum average MMSE of
28 points [25]). Furthermore, a MMSE cut-off of 23
for dementia is line with that reported by other authors
in similar Latin American populations. The diagnos-
tic criteria involved the: 1) Presence of subjective
memory complaint, 2) accompanied by objective
cognitive decline as informed by neuropsychological
assessment (scores ≤ 1.5SD below the norms) [25],
3) preserved abilities to perform basic Activities of
Daily Living (ADL) and relatively preserved abilities
to perform instrumental ADL, and 4) absent of crite-
ria for dementia. Cases that were difficult to classify
were discussed through case studies among expert
panels, which involved medics, neuropsychologists,
and psychologists who are collaborators of the longi-
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tudinal study on the early detection of dementias in
the south of Colombia. Figure 1 shows the algorithm
followed to identify and classify participants.

To ensure a comfortable and effective evaluation,
we divided questionnaires and tests into two sessions,
making them shorter when needed. The format was
engaging, tailored to participants’ characteristics.
Feedback and results were shared to boost satisfac-
tion. Sessions lasted about an hour, with breaks for
older adults, respecting individual needs and promot-
ing participation.

Cognitive assessment

Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination - Revised
ACER-R Colombia: It is a brief, sensitive and
specific test battery to detect early cognitive
dysfunction. It evaluates five cognitive domains:
attention/orientation, memory, fluency, language, and
visuospatial skills [26]. The version used was adapted
and validated for Colombia [27] and the cut-off score
according to the ROC curve was 87 points with sen-
sitivity of 92.72% and specificity of 90.54%.

The Consortium to Establish a Registry for
Alzheimer’s Disease (CERAD): is a neuropsycholog-
ical screening battery originally developed in English
[28], for the neurocognitive assessment we used the
Colombian validation of CERAD-Col conducted by
the Neuroscience Group of Antioquia (GNA) [24]
and the updated normative data [20]. The CERAD
tests used include: the MMSE to assess the cognitive
areas of orientation, fixation, concentration, calcu-
lation, memory, and language; the Boston Naming
test-15 to assess language (naming); the Word List
Memory task that assesses learning; the Word List
Recall to assess free recall; the Word List Recognition
task; the Praxis Copy and Evocation task; Semantic
Fluency and Phonological Fluency; Rey-Osterrieth
Figure Copy and Evocation; and Trail Making Test
A and B. For the analysis of the internal consis-
tency of the CERAD-Col, the authors reported that
the scores of each of the tests of the battery were
used. The Cronbach’s � was 0.83 (95% CI = 0.78-
0.88) for the general population sample, and 0.87
(95% CI = 0.83-0.9) for the sample of patients with
Alzheimer’s disease, indicating a high level of homo-
geneity and equivalence of responses to all tests.

The Yesavage Scale for Geriatric Depression-
GDS-15 [29]: the scale quantifies depressive
symptoms in older adults. In the study of consistency
and factorial structure in the Colombian population,
it is reported that the GDS-15 showed an accept-

able internal consistency of 0.78. A systematic review
showed that the 15-item version has better diagnostic
accuracy and clinical utility than the 30-item version.

Data analysis

Our protocol comprised an independent variable
(Group) with two levels (healthy older adults (HOA)
and MCI). The allocation of participants to such
groups was described above (see Fig. 1). All the
other variables were dependent. To describe the
sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of the
participants, absolute and relative frequencies were
used in the case of qualitative variables, and mea-
sures of central tendency with dispersion were used
in the case of quantitative variables. The overall
and specific prevalence was estimated by age group,
sex, education, and socioeconomic level. Chi square
analyzes were performed to explore categorical vari-
ables. Multivariate logistic regression analysis was
performed using as predictors Age, education, place
of residence, diabetes, hypertension, cerebrovascu-
lar disease, malnutrition, exposure to pesticides and
smoking and Group as the dependent variable.

RESULTS

Before we report on the core outcomes from our
study, it is worth mentioning that we subjected our
design and protocol to a self-assessment focused
on the ten methodological criteria recommended for
prevalence studies [24]. Our study successfully met
such criteria (see Supplementary Material 2). We
recruited 823 older adults into the study thus exceed-
ing our estimated sample size. Of these, 73.3% were
women. After administering the above protocol, we
determined that 53.6% of those evaluated had cog-
nitive impairment. Our sample was drawn from two
cities, 503 participants were recruited in the depart-
ment of Huila and 320 in Caquetá. Of the sample in
Huila, 261 participants (51.9%) met the MCI criteria
while in Caquetá 181 participants (56.6%) met such
criteria.

Table 1 shows the distribution of the sample across
Group (HOA and MCI) and socio-demographic vari-
ables. Of note, 103 (38.8%) participants with MCI
were between 50-60 years of age, 250 out of 326
adults were in the lowest education band (1 and 5
years), and 86% were in low socioeconomic sta-
tus. Regarding comorbidities, 60.7% (n = 68) MCI
patients had diabetes and 55.5% (n = 176) had high
blood pression. Regarding environmental risk factors,
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Fig. 1. Flow chart illustrating the recruitment process.

128 (15.5%) participants (out of 823) reported expo-
sure to agricultural pesticides of whom 73% (n = 57)
met MCI criteria (see Table 1).

In the analysis of the association between age
and the presence of MCI, significant patterns were
observed. People aged 50-59 years represented
38.8% of the MCI group and 61.2% of the control
group. In the 60-69 age group, 55.8% showed MCI,
while 44.2% were HOA. Finally, in the age group
over 70 years, 71.5% had MCI, compared to 28.5%
of the HOA. The chi-square analysis revealed a highly
significant association between age (χ2 = 46.099,
p < 0.001) and the presence of MCI (χ2 = 4.649,

p < 0.005). These findings indicate a statistically
significant relationship between age and MCI, sug-
gesting that MCI tends to increase with older age.
Table 2 shows the neuropsychological characteristics
of the groups. Of the evaluated sample, 188 (42.6%)
met criteria for amnestic MCI, 172 (39%) for amnes-
tic multi-domain MCI, 73 (16.55%) for non-amnestic
MCI, and 8 (1.81%) for non-amnestic multi-domain.

In the logistic regression analysis, multiple vari-
ables were evaluated to determine their impact
on the likelihood of individuals belonging to the
MCI group. Statistically significant results were
found for age (p = 0.009). With one year increase
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Table 1
Demographics variables

Variable Total sample MCI group HOA group p

822 441 (53.6) 381 (46.3)
Sex

Male 218 (26.4) 122 (56) 96 (44) 0.424
Female 604 (73.3) 319 (52.8) 285 (47.2)

Age
50–59 265 (32.2) 103 (38.8) 162 (61.2) 0.000
60–69 385 (46.7) 215(55.8) 170 (44.2)
>70 172 (20.9) 123(71.5) 49 (28.5)

Years of Education
1–5 326 (39.6) 250 (76.7) 75 (23.1) 0.000
6–11 267 (32.4) 121 (45.3) 145 (54.3)
>12 227 (27.5) 67 (29.5) 160 (70.5)

Socioeconomic status*
One 286 (34.7) 185 (64.6) 101 (35.4) 0.000
Two 424 (51.5) 215 (50.7) 209 (49.3)
Three 82 (9.9) 32 (39) 50 (61)
Four 30 (3.6) 9 (30) 21 (70)

Place of residence
Rural 120 (14.5) 75 (62.5) 45 (37.5) 0.932
Urban 703 (85.4) 367 (52.2) 336 (47.8)

Department
Huila 503 (61.1) 261 (51.9) 242 (48.1) 0.204
Caquetá 320 (38.8) 181 (56.6) 139 (43.4)

Chronic disease
Diabetes 112 (13.6) 68 (60.7) 44 (39.3) 0.107
Arterial hypertension 317 (38.5) 176 (55.5) 141 (44.5) 0.394
Cerebrovascular disease 17 (2) 11 (64.7) 6 (35.3) 0.356
Malnutrition 15 (1.8) 9 (60) 6 (40) 0.619
Heart disease 38 (4.6) 25 (65.8) 13 (34.2) 0.124
Tobacco 258 (31.4) 163 (63.2) 95 (36.8) 0.000

Depression
Yes 64 (7) 42 (65.6) 22 (34.4) 0.031
No 759 (92) 399 (52.6) 360 (47.4)

Pesticide exposure
Yes 128 (15.5) 73 (57) 55 (43) 0.405
No 692 (84) 367 (53) 325 (47)

∗The classification of the SES is based on the classification of the Administrative Planning Departments,
which classify the municipality’s housing and/or land (Law 142 of 1994) in the following categories:
one (low-low), two (low), three (medium-low), four (medium), five (medium-high) and six (high). This
classification is based on the characteristics of the community dwellers and their urban-rural environments.

Table 2
Frequency distribution of subtypes of MCI

MCI Frequency Female Male Percentage
(n = 441) (100)

Amnestic MCI 188 130 58 42.6
Multi-domain amnestic MCI 172 123 49 39
Non-amnestic MCI 73 58 15 16.55
Multi-domain non-amnestic MCI 8 8 0 1.81

in age, there was approximately 3.0% increase in
the probability of belonging to the MCI group
(OR = 1.030 CI: 0.834 - 0.887). Years of education
also proved significant (p < 0.001), indicating that
each additional year of education was associated
with a 14.0% decrease in the probability of being
in the MCI group (OR = 0.860; CI = 0.834-0.887).

Individuals who smoked had approximately 42.6%
higher odds of developing MCI compared to non-
smokers (OR = 1.426; CI = 1.015-2.003), although
these results were only marginally significant. Other
variables such as place of residence, chronic diseases,
diabetes, hypertension, vascular disease, malnutri-
tion, and pesticide exposure did not show statistically
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significant associations with the probability of MCI
(see Table 3).

DISCUSSION

The present study investigated the hypothesis that
high prevalence of MCI would be found in Colom-
bian regions where the prevalence of dementia had
been reported to be among the highest in Latin
America. We anticipated that such prevalence rates
would be associated to low education, rurality, and
demographic characteristics typical of the southern
Colombian region. The prevalence of MCI was 51.9%
for the province of Huila and 56.6% for the province
of Caquetá (average regional prevalence of 53.6%).
This greatly surpasses the prevalence reported by
other studies. Differences in prevalence rates of MCI
may be attributed to the diagnostic criteria, study pop-
ulations, methodologies and instruments used [15].
The screening tools traditionally used to identify sub-
jects with suspected MCI have proved both limited
and challenging (e.g., MMSE). Such tools can explain
the low prevalence reported by other studies. The fact
that for the present study we relied on an assessment
protocol widely used and validated in Colombia [25]
grant us confidence in the reliability of our results.

Our current results are consistent with the preva-
lence of dementia established for this population
in 2003, corresponding to 23.6% in population
over 60 years [23]. The prevalence of MCI here
reported would match conversion rates for demen-
tia in members of these Colombian populations.
When estimating the conversion rate from MCI to
dementia based on age and other healthcare fac-
tors, an annual rate between 10-15%% is expected
[30]; about 1 in 4 people with MCI will be at risk
of dementia [31]. Although the prevalence of MCI
here reported might look high, other studies had also
identified extremely high prevalence. For example,
Mohan et al. [32] reported that the prevalence of MCI
varies widely between 3% and 42% across differ-
ent regions of the world. Artero et al. [33] reported
a prevalence of MCI of 42% which they found to
be consistently high across three recruitment sites
(43%, 47%, and 28%). MCI prevalence of 32.9% was
reported among community-dwelling elderly Kore-
ans aged 74.3 ± 16.7 [34]. The prevalence of MCI
is a highly inconsistent epidemiological figure of
a highly heterogeneous nature [32]. In the case of
our study, we feel confident to endorse our identi-
fied prevalence rate. Our previous characterization of

the dementia prevalence in Huila [23] together with
the strict methodological approach followed in the
current study indicate that the magnitude of such a
problem in this region of Colombia is alarming [35].

The MCI sample found in our study showed that
the amnestic type was the most common form for both
genders and that the Multi-domain non-Amnestic
MCI was not found in men. Regarding risk factors,
we found that both age and education were significant
predictors of group membership. These results are not
entirely new. Recent studies have explored the social
determinants of health and aging in Latin America
[36] and have suggested a set of non-canonical risk
factors driving aging trajectories in the region. Stud-
ies from developed countries has reported that limited
access to formal education grant higher risk of anor-
mal aging [20, 37, 38]. Recently Santamaria-Garcia
et al. [36] reported that this is also true for Latin
American countries and our study confirm it does
apply to Colombia; the population targeted by this
study is located in regions of Colombia where the
factors described by Santamaria-Garcia et al. [36]
are rather abundant (see Supplementary Material 2
for a detailed description of the targeted Colombian
regions). Regarding comorbidities and environmen-
tal factors, it was found that more than 50% of
our patients had other chronic diseases being dia-
betes (n = 68, 60.7%) and cardiovascular diseases
(hypertension, n = 176, 55.5%) the most common
comorbidities. This evidence is relevant as Livingston
et al. [10] reported that diabetes is a key risk factor
for dementia later in life accounting for a poten-
tial percentage reduction in dementia prevalence of
1%. Hypertension also figures among the midlife
risk factors for dementia accounting for a potential
percentage reduction in dementia prevalence of 2%
[39]. Therefore, by tackling these risk factors, we
could potentially reduce 3% of future dementia cases.
However, in the multivariate regression analyses we
did not find significant associations between chronic
diseases, such as diabetes, hypertension, and vascu-
lar accidents, and the risk of MCI. This contrasts
with previous studies, which have identified stroke,
depression, and reduced physical activity (less than
half an hour) as independent risk factors for cognitive
decline in older individuals with diabetes [40].

While a direct link between depression and MCI
demonstrated a statistically significant association,
multivariate logistic regression analysis, controlling
for variables including age, education, chronic dis-
eases, and pesticide exposure, failed to provide
evidence supporting a connection between ‘depres-
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Table 3
Results from the logistic regression

Variables B SE Wald Sig. OR 95% CI

Age 0.029 0.011 6.865 0.009 1.03 1.007 1.052
Years of education –0.15 0.016 90.222 0.000 0.86 0.834 0.887
Place of residence 0.137 0.223 0.377 0.539 1.147 0.741 1.775
Diabetes 0.211 0.233 0.82 0.365 1.235 0.782 1.948
Hypertension –0.142 0.167 0.725 0.394 0.868 0.625 1.203
Vascular disease 0.414 0.565 0.537 0.464 1.513 0.5 4.579
Malnutrition –0.401 0.555 0.522 0.47 0.67 0.226 1.987
Pesticide exposure 0.217 0.224 0.938 0.333 1.242 0.801 1.927
Smoking 0.355 0.174 4.178 0.041 1.426 1.015 2.003

sion’ and cognitive deterioration. These findings
suggest that cognitive decline may be more compre-
hensively explained by the interplay of these other
variables, which have received extensive attention in
the existing literature. Other studies have reported
that depression is a significant risk factor for demen-
tia in individuals with type 2 diabetes [41]. Pink
and colleagues found a relationship between amyloid
deposition in patients who tested positive for positron
emission tomography (PET) and depression but not
with clinical anxiety [42].

Finally, we observed a remarkably high number of
MCI cases exposed to pesticides, although without
statistically significant associations at this stage. We
had 75 cases of MCI (62.5%) who reported living
in the rural area in both departments and 128 par-
ticipants (15.5%) had been exposed to agricultural
pesticides. This is not surprising as we are aware that
this population is imminently agricultural. What is
surprising is that Livingston et al [10] did not identify
environmental factors as potential sources of demen-
tia risk. It is known that the prevalence of MCI tends
to be higher in rural areas [43]. Evidence is accru-
ing suggesting the presence of learning and memory
deficits following repeated occupational exposures
to organophosphate [44]. Therefore, it is important
to inquire about these aspects, specifically in areas
highly exposed to agricultural pesticides.

The study faces some limitations. For example,
the type of non-probabilistic sampling in this study
may limit the generalization of our results. Older
adults who are experiencing cognitive decline may be
more prompted to enroll due to a desirability factor.
Another limitation is the lack of dementia biomarkers
to achieve a higher diagnostic accuracy.

To conclude, the prevalence of MCI found in this
study was higher than that reported in Latin Amer-
ica, for example in Perú aMCI 17.9% [45] and Costa
Rica 9% [46]. Low educational level and chronic dis-
eases are relevant factors which have been identified

by others. We are the first group to report pesticide
exposure as a potential factor worth investigating in
Latin American populations in the future. As high-
lighted above, the forecast on new dementia cases
for LMIC, including Latin America, is not encour-
aging [35]. The dementia epidemic will have a more
serious impact on our countries than in developed
countries [11, 14]. It is essential to conduct further
studies to explore other factors related to dementia
risk among these populations. For example, given
that these individuals are still in a productive stage
of their lives, it is important to consider the potential
impact of environmental factors such as exposure to
toxic agents.
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